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About This Game

The Rare Nine - ultrafast and explosive beat 'em up, in which you should break through the darkness and hordes of undead in a
giant skyscraper. Also you can enjoy a lot of great chiptune music.

You can get random objective from "Wheel of fortune", and got rare "Artifacts", which drops from enemies or level objects.

We are giving you a chance to choose an unique hero. Every character has its pros n' cons. If you can fully take control your
hero, you will become godlike destroyer in this hell. Buddy I think you got the wrong door, the paradise club's two blocks down.

Key features:

Ultrafast and dynamic gameplay, where reaction are not most important thing, also you can use "Artifacts" items, which
help a lot in gameplay process.

Various effects, which you can get with damage. Here's temporary effects, like: bleeding, poisoning, slowing movement.
As permament effect - breaking bones, that type will downgrade your character.

Every choosed character is unusual by his abilities and absolutely different parameters.

Giant objective rooms filled with different objects, consisting of a pure pixel.

The style and appearance of the locals really impressive
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Game music are completely consists from chiptune tracks

Strict palette, gives a special atmosphere to the gameplay

For people with photosensitive epilepsy, you can disable blinks in options.
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Title: The Rare Nine
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Agafonoff
Publisher:
Agafonoff
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Compatible with DirectX 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 60 MB available space

English,Russian
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This game is equivalent to a fresh baked Papa John's cheese pizza.. Constant crashes and game play so boring that not even meth
can keep you from falling asleep make this game utterly trash. I just want a good Hentai RPG to play, and this was not it.. I dont
get it ? wtf are these games. What are you doing here? Just buy it and have fun!. There are a lot of free browser Pinball games
and then there are the better looking, paid versions like 'Dream Pinball 3D'.

I don't think I should explain the game mechanics. The game plays pretty well and there are 6 decks to choose from, which all
look nice to me.
Many of the other reviewers had trouble playing the game. Personally, I did not encounter any crashes whatsoever. You do have
to insert your serial in a third party DRM application, which is annoying if you uninstall/install the game a lot.

Dream Pinball 3D is not that bad but with only 6 decks, it simply doesn't offer that much to justify the price tag (atm 70 cents
but normal price = 7 Euro).. Very enjoyable start to a classic style point and click.. except it's not.. you don't even need to use
the mouse at all.

Instead using the arrow keys to move your snail around, you type your commands into the pop-up text box and it works really
well with auto-correct and suggested words as you type. It was also quite generous early on with hints and tips, which is (I'm
assuming) only for the first chapter, because the chapter itself is quite short.

The logic works for the most part, except I got my first accidental death because it was oddly specific about what to do with one
particular item and it was clear what I wanted to do, but none of the text I typed put the frigan watering can in the place I knew
it needed to go.

Played through in about half an hour - which was just enough to really get into it and look into the second chapter. It has the
beginnings of some cute humour, though I feel deeply bad for the ship's captain and what I did to her :/

I finished it with one point off the maximum attainable which I was quite happy about, but annoyed because I'm pretty sure that
final point was something that I did before an accidental space-walk death and then didn't bother to do again because movement
was quite slow and I just wanted to progress. Ah well.. I'll play through it again at some point for the anal achievement need.

Check it out if you like old style adventure games (Hugo's House of Horror's just popped into my head for some reason..
probably because of the similar controls/typing interface).. I thought this game was and continues to be a fun experience the
main story line in the normal difficulty doesnt take a very long time to complete and at some point killing enemies in it goes to 1
hit and down but then there are 2 other difficulties you can play through with epic being the hardest. Now some people
complain about how you get 1 hit by most things in epic but the reason they probably dont like it is cuz they charge headlong
into enemies and dont play smarter it is possible to go through the map in epic mode with just yourself you just need to chance
your original tactic. Not recommended that you do as you only have 1 revive and it takes a while to kill things which is why
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there is the multiplayer where you can find nice people to help or get people to help you in game, killing, farming, doing quests.
Also while the armor dropped eventually becomes just money you can get materials for even better weapons and accessories in
epic mode. There are plenty of companions that you can bring along and you can find which one works best with your playstyle.
Skill trees force you to choose what you plan on becoming, a hard hittting warrior or a tanky one, support mage or one who does
massive dmg from the outskirts of the fighting and so on. Would recommend this game though might be better if they had a 4
pack for people who want to send this to their friends to play with.. This game is just terrible, a bad impulse buy based on the
"roguelike" tag. Where to start? The way it feels like a half-baked mobile port? The way the graphics are horribly scaled and
blurry to the extent of being a meaningless blob at full resolution? The poor controls, unskippable narration, pretty much
everything else that would make the game a solid experience on PC being absent? Not ready for prime time. Maybe with a
serious patch I might be able to understand what the developer intended to be fun about this, and short of that maybe some
elective eye surgery specifically for the purpose of playing this game.
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don't judge a game by it's price ( altough i get it for free :P )
this game is super fun
7/7 would recommend. Pity this game don't work in Win10. It was a good game. All text are shown as mumbled symbols and
??? and the dialog box simply does not show and hang the game.. Some many factors. Wait why am I writing this if I could be
building a factory. That right because I must tell you have to play this game. I wanted to give this a good review.
1. My cursor goes off to my left monitor causing me to see the extreme right side of the map in 0.2 seconds.
It's 2017, fix the bounding of the gameplay area.
2. My view is FIXED at about 45 degrees down plus or minus 10 degrees. This means I cannot see anything more than 10
meters in front of my guy. Unforgivable. In the previous Men of War games I was given free camera freedom so see from
ground level all the way to right on top. Fix this.
3. This I find unforgivable for a Steam title. It failed to work out of the gate. Yeps, I had to again waste my time and go to the
internet to find out I have to run the game in compatablilty mode for Win7! Um... I RUN Windows 7! Silly.
4. I go to remap the controls and I find it keeps resetting them to the default controls. Again, I had to waste my time to find out I
actually had to edit a cfg file for my controls to work.

I am so angry right now I will not make any rash decisions like demand a refund. It might be a good game but for crapsake,
polish your game if you are going to ask $10 again for it!. GREAT game, really like it, sadly i could only play the first level as
you have to pay for the other ones.

+Graphics
+Gameplay

Rating: 8.5
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